Date: April 24, 2012

TO: U.S. House Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures (Committee on Ways & Means)

RE: Opposition to the PTC Extension

I urge you to work with your colleagues to realize that the renewable energy production tax credit (PTC) is a bailout for an 'industry' which can't and won't perform without the American people paying their way to profit.

'Green jobs' has been a sham counting jobs so remotely connected if at all that it's a joke.

Be honest about the destruction caused by Big Wind for minimal outputs of power. At 25-30 percent avg. of rated output this is a failed business paid for on the backs of citizens who are already giving Big Oil all the breaks they want.

Governments around the world are beginning to see the truth. The US wants to be the last to know.

Thank you for your consideration.
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